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Jun Wu Ren was a little surprised, this one Thousand Clans had sent out four Grand

Masters at once? Although they were all weak Grand Masters, they were still much

stronger than M's Mechanical Legion T3000, and certainly not just a star and a half

weaker than Yuanwu Zhenwei.

The Chinese? The Chinese? The bottom line, just how thick is it?

Descending in mid-air, Qian Yu and Qian Lei looked at Lin Hao and Jun

Wu Ren and couldn't help but frown. The two people that caught their eyes were both

youthful looking, not too old, both less than thirty years old if their bone age, but their
strength was fudged to the point of being imperceptible, it was really ridiculous. The
people who cultivate their hearts outside, people who cultivate with the help of qi luck,
people who cultivate without real inheritance, how many profound strengths do they

have in how to figure out on their own? The Four Great Clans?What about the four great

clans? There are countless clans that have defected from the martial arts world,
established clans of varying sizes, and in the end, they all disappear into the dust of

history ......

"Are you two the ones who said you wanted to purge the entire Martial

Union? I wonder where the two of you got the strength to say such words?" Thousand
Thunder barked, staring at Lin Hao Jun Wu Ren with a contemptuous gaze.

Lin Hao glanced at Qian Lei, and incidentally also glanced at Qian Yu, was
he stronger than Qian Hai and Qian He, but not much stronger, under their hands he was
just a one-time opponent ......



"The actual number of these weak chicken grand masters in your thousand

clan? How come it feels like you can call out great masters at any time! Just this kind of

strength, why did you still fight with M's mechanical army back then? Or is it because

you people are out of work but not out of play? Standing at the back and watching the

show?" Lin Hao asked.

Jun Wu Ren also nodded, his cold gaze fixed on Qian Lei who spoke, "Back
then in the battle, if there was such a base, how could others fight against each other at

our doorstep, I see ah this group of people is not under the Dragon Sect's co-ordination at

all, it's really what brother Lin said, since some people ignore the rules, then we will

break the rules, as for the products that were under the rules before, kill if they don't
listen As for the products of the previous rule, if they don't listen, they should be killed

and destroyed, but if they do listen, they should be kept! The ninja alliance in the East has
been destroyed, can't the high martial arts alliances in other countries be destroyed?"

At this moment, Jun Wu Ren's heart was filled with endless resentment,
and he could not forget what happened back then. After all, he hadn't been defeated a lot

back then, but then, now a thousand clans, strong people keep sending out, and a small

Ba Dao Sect, all have five innate clan masters, and if they didn't kill Ba Wu early, I'm
afraid that after some time, the thousand clans will send elders to visit them, and then

inform each other of the means of advancement, I'm afraid that they will also advance to

grand clan master ......

This group of people, really deserve to die!

The moment Lin Hao and Jun Wu Regret's words came out, Thousand
Thunder Thousand Rain Thousand River Thousand Sea's face instantly turned gloomy

and terrible. ...



"You're not too big for your britches! It seems that you two are determined

to fight against us? Then so be it, let's teach you a little lesson, so you'll know what the

result of a yellow mouth talking big is!?" Thousand Thunder said arrogantly as the

strongest person in the group.

He then said to the three people behind him, "Three senior brothers, these
two people I see are good with their mouths, but in terms of strength, they may be better

than senior brother Qianhai, but they are still no match for the four of us!"
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Qian Yu nodded: ''I think pretty much the same as senior brother! This guy with no clan

or heritage, how strong is he? A few brothers will suppress them before we say anything!"

"? I dye and cover zero, I love and close? Good!"

The four of them shouted together.

But the cautious Qian He still said, "Don't be careless, brothers, these two
are still quite tricky! I heard that Arashiyama died at the hands of this Lin Hao back then.
We all know that Arashiyama was 'subdued and killed' by Yuanwu Zhenwei back then,
but later on, he actually lurked in the East and prepared to deal us a fatal blow!"

The two of them were the vanguard of the war, but they did a lot of

damage to the martial world, but they were later repelled and even killed by the



guardians. But then they were heard to have appeared in the Battle of the High Seas.
Thousand Thunder Thousand Rain didn't care too much about a dead man, but that
doesn't mean that they can just ignore the strength of Arashiyama and White Dwarf!

Hearing that Lin Hao was able to kill Arashiyama and White Dwarf, the duo
instantly felt a little tricky.

However, Qian Hai, who hadn't experienced the great battle back then,
said: ''Three senior brothers! There is no need to panic! I know a thing or two about the

battle back then, if we go by the current division of strength, back then you all fought

beyond your level and could have promised each other, now that we've advanced, even if
Arashiyama and White Dwarf were around, we could have easily killed them outright! So
that's why such a battle is not enough to worry about! After all, we can do it too!"

At these words, the three men's eyes lit up, senior brother had a point, back
then they were weak because everyone was fighting across the ranks, but if they fought

again now, they would definitely win!

Thousand Thunder and Thousand Rain instantly laughed out loud, "Brother
Thousand River, you're being overly cautious! And look at what Brother Qian Hai said,
didn't you instantly feel enlightened? That's why sometimes, when you get information,
you have to analyse it yourself and not follow it blindly! You have to be wise like the

Sovereign!"

Qian He smiled awkwardly, and at this moment when he looked at Lin Hao

and Jun Wu Ren, his eyes became unkind.



It was just that fear was scruples, so he had to act like a decent gentleman

towards the other party, but after knowing that the other party's strength was accurate,
then there was no need to continue to pretend down the line.

Thousand River nodded, "Then senior brother, senior brother, I'll go first!"

After saying that, Qianhe flew with his sword. It went straight across, and
Qian Hai wasn't slow in killing towards Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren, using all his strength!

And naturally so did Qian He, mobilising his whole body's force and Qi, his
sword intent so strong that it stirred in the air, emitting a buzzing sound that stirred the

air!

Qian Hai's strength had once again increased, and he was already

operating at the top level of the inner sect of the Thousand Clans, and the move he

executed was even a masterpiece that only elders could learn, 'Great Mighty Heavenly

Rainbow'!

The sword was like a heavenly rainbow stance, running through the

Kyushu and stirring up the wind and clouds. The fierce sword intent was like a blistering

rain of swords, darkening the heavens and the earth and causing the wind to rage in all

directions!

The sword in his arm transformed into a swimming snake and shot out,
instantly the sword transformed into a swimming snake was like an illusion, countless
swimming snakes appeared and wrapped towards Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren!



The sword intent was like rain, the heavens and earth trembled, there was
a devouring intent!

Qian Lei shouted softly, "Go!"

The sword in his hand, out of its sheath and went, in mid-air an eagle

circled, then the endless void seemed like a fierce tiredness, boom boom boom a lightning

struck the sword, the sword god issued a violent chirping sound, also instantly generous

light, first a new sun released its own terrifying light in the surrounding dark heaven and

earth!
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"Kill!"

With a shout of his foot, it was like the Nine Heavenly Xuanshasas were

heading straight for Lin Hao and Jun Wuhuai!

Qian Yu sacrificed his own longsword, a slender sword only shot away,
hanging in mid-air, silver glittering like a crescent moon, but this sword seemed to have

countless shadow doppelgangers the next moment, one turned into three, three turned
into countless, instantly covering the whole sky densely, the heaven and earth was dark

and heavy, a feeling of black clouds pressing down on the city!



This feeling of soldiers under the city was very familiar to Lin Hao, it was
only a pity that such a great battle was too weak!

Jun Wu Ren was also quite helpless, if he hadn't advanced to the middle

stage of Grand Master that day, I'm afraid that if he faced such a situation, not to mention

that it would be very tricky, he might even be injured!

But now that the two of them were here in strength, such an attack was as

powerful as a rainbow, but unfortunately, it wasn't much of a threat to them.

Only to see Lin Hao just step out, the black sunken sky was directly

trampled on one side by Lin Hao, ten thousand sword shadows killed towards Lin Hao!

Qian Hai instantly laughed coldly, Senior Brother Qian Yu's Ten Thousand

Swords Returning to the Sky could really kill people! Even if the opponent could block

this sword, they would definitely be injured later! Once they were injured, under their
own Great Mighty Heavenly Rainbow, they were afraid that they would be destroyed

straight away!

Those who destroy people's cultivation will always be destroyed!

It wasn't just Qian Hai who saw signs of Lin Hao's rout in such a situation,
the other three also looked like they had seen such a scene and instantly smiled faintly,
revealing a smug look!



Only the next moment!

Lin Hao gave a slight cry, "Break!"

A faint sound of breaking, and instantly all the attacks around heaven and

earth, all turned into pieces!

Horror, endless horror was in the hearts of the four people!

Even Jun Wu Ren was shocked!

Qian Lei swallowed his saliva!

He dared not look towards Lin Hao, the moves that he and the others were

proud of, rather they were all killing moves, even if the Sovereign was here, it might take

a little time to break the formation, but the other party just let out a soft cry and such a

predicament was broken, how terrifying was his strength?

The fighting spirit of all four was subdued for some time, but Qian Hai was

furious and shouted: ''Brothers! Don't ever delay! Even if we end up losing, he can't do
anything to us, but if that's all it takes for us to admit defeat, the name of the Thousand

Clans will surely be laughed at by then!"



"Yes! Senior brother is right! Even if we lose, what can he do? He can still

kill us! We, the Thousand Clans, represent the entire Martial Union! The number of

people who have advanced to Grand Master nowadays is also in the dozens, would they

dare to go against dozens of Grand Masters?!" Hearing this, Thousand Thunder also

shouted angrily, his heart aggravated!

Qian Hai's words instantly provoked countless reactions? Yi'er grasping
the dyeing intention to whisk the west? Qian Yu didn't pause either, and directly struck

out towards Lin Hao.

Just as senior brother Qian Hai said, the huge Martial Union, could they

destroy it just by saying so?

And the people of the martial world all knew the saying that at the end of
the fight, saying that they and others were all intangible cultural heritage, the other side
would have to stop, after all, this was their last guarantee, so, at this moment, their will to
fight was strong as they killed towards Lin Hao!

Endless gales came in, enveloping heaven and earth, the broken dimness

coalesced once more, and the air around them suddenly chilled.

Falling leaves and gravel flew and raged in the air.

The sword intent was like rain, once again intensifying, turning into

thousands of my arrows that only wrapped around Lin Hao, killing intent like fire,
wanting to incinerate people.
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Seeing Thousand Rain strike, Thousand Thunder also did not dare to lag behind as his

giant sword swung down, a thunderous sound bursting out, causing the surrounding

sword rain to dodge, letting people know that the power of this sword was extremely

terrifying!

Seeing this, Qian Yu could not help but laugh, "Senior Brother Lei's giant
sword technique has been horribly refined again!"

When Qian He watched the two senior brothers' moves, he was also shaken
in his heart, senior brothers were really senior brothers, their strength was just terrifying,
especially the way they went all out, they really couldn't compare to themselves.

However, Qian He did not linger, his sword waved towards the air, his
harsh stance pierced through the sword rain and thunder, and in a flash he was heading

straight for Lin Hao's heels.

As Qian Hai watched his three brothers strike one after another, he envied
their strength, but he didn't stop his moves.

Once again, he executed the Great Mighty Heavenly Rainbow, his sword
intent turning into a new sun? The sword intent turned into a new sun? The four of them

were all killing strokes, and they were determined to kill Lin Hao!



All four of them were killing moves, none of them hiding!

Listening to their words, watching their movements, Jun Wuhui's endless
flames of anger burned like a blazing fire in his heart, Dragon Gate!

If you don't go, so be it!

Allowing this group of people to be so arrogant and still not punishing
them, saying that they are suppressing them, are they protecting them?

Did they act and do things in such a way and not stop them?

"Kill!"

I don't know who shouted, the terrifying might of four people swept in, the
air emitted a burst of humming sound, Lin Hao didn't care, the corner of his mouth held

a faint smile, the next moment, Lin Hao opened his mouth!

Like a Prajna Bodhisattva's exit into a dharma, with a broken cry!

"Extinguish!"



With a single word, the air sent out a burst of roar, endless pressure
changed the gravity in the atmosphere, as if he had come to the gravity space, and as if he
had arrived at the dark space that Lin Hao had scorned in his previous position, a
churning machine sounded inside, sword intent turned into pieces, fallen leaves instantly

died out, all the power inside collapsed and dissolved itself, turning into nothingness!

"No!"

Thousand Seas shouted, completely unable to believe that Lin Hao had

once again broken the law with a single sound, what kind of strength was this!

Lin Hao probed his hand out towards Qianhai, directly squeezing Qianhai's
throat, before giving a violent push.

"Ka-chow!" With a single sound, Qian Hai fell!

"No! You can't kill senior brother! You're challenging our Thousand Clans!
You will die!"

But it was too late, and Qian Hai had already died outright.

The situation instantly froze up, like it had dropped to freezing point, but
to Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren, it was just a small scene?



A threat?

Threats again?

They had heard several threats, but they were all just useless threats, a
small Thousand Clans could threaten them?

Even if it was the entire Martial Union, so what?

They were now above everyone, their strength at the peak of the middle

stage of the Grand Master, who could shake them, and when Jun Wu Regret looked at Lin

Hao, he felt like he had entered a different level of power, he could not do it himself!

The combined strength of the four people just now, he could also easily

break it, but it definitely wouldn't be like Lin Hao's, with a single broken cry, directly
breaking it!

What level of strength had Brother Lin reached?

Jun Wu Ren didn't know, and Lin Hao didn't bother to explain, instead he

looked at the remaining three men.

They all deserved to die!



Relying on their status, on their strength, on countless things, acting
recklessly, if there was no final bottom line to frame them, the order of this society, I'm
afraid, would be ruined by them, right?

Since they dare to be so arrogant, they must face the repercussions that

come with arrogance!
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If it's just arrogance without punishment, it will destroy order and become a land of no

order! This is what Lin Hao cannot accept. He has done a lot of things, isn't it for the sake
of social safety?

Only if society is safe, many unnecessary dangers will not appear!

And this threat to social security was right in front of his eyes, and there

were many of them, and all of them! Arrogant and ignorant, breaking the rules wantonly,
relying on the name of the Thousand Clans, the name of the Martial Union, and the title

of Intangible Cultural Heritage, they go around and do whatever they want, and are so

strong that ordinary people cannot subdue them! Since this is the case, then why not, for
example, strike out on their own?

And that would have been on its own way to do it!



Inside the Thousand Clans!

A single lamp extinguished!

The attendant inside the ancestral shrine who looked after the lamp of the
life-fire was so frightened that he ran out of his soul towards the place where the

Thousand Clan Patriarch lived, stumbling along the way, his head was knocked, but he
didn't care at all, his dignified appearance inside in the past became extremely wretched

at this moment, not at all like the appearance of a high and mighty Thousand Clan

disciple, but rather like someone from a beggar's gang.

The door of the room opened automatically. What was that? This is

impossible! Sword intent can take form, can internal power also take form?

I have only heard that sword intent can affect the change of air around you,
but this does not stand up to scrutiny, it is only a change of air that makes the heart

fearful. In the face of a sword move of absolute strength, one will still die, so to see

through the sword intent into form and to see through it not, in the face of absolute

strength, is death!

It's just that one is faster and the other slower, one takes no effort and the

other takes a bit of effort.

"What is this panic?" Qian Xingchen looked down from on high at the clan

attendant who was tumbling on the ground.



The attendant immediately said, his tone was one of disbelief and fear:
"Patriarch, Elder Qianhai, meteor ...... has fallen ......"

"What!" Thousands of sunset heard the words, the paper and pencil in his

hand fell directly to the ground, the whole person looked at the attendant with a dull

expression ......

Qian Xingchen's eyes also became gloomy, the whole person completely

can't believe the attendant said this, then directly flew out, came to the clan ancestral hall

where the lamp of life was placed, found that Qianhai's life lamp flame really went out!

And it was as if it had gone out straight away!

"In the end? Closed the west land to serve the dye west? Who is it that

dared to kill my Thousand Clan Elders!" Thousand Star Chen was furious, releasing an

endless pressure of might, his son and the attendants around him were all suppressed and

prostrated on the ground!

He unleashed his means of communication and asked towards Thousand
Thunder.

Only this means was directly blocked when it approached the Sea of
Heaven, this was Jun Wu Regret's move, such a simple means, in their eyes, were just
some tricks.



Qian Xingchen's eyes narrowed as he repeated, ''Surprisingly, it was cut off?
Surprisingly, it was isolated. Who exactly is the other party? Who else is behind them?"

"Father, let's quickly send reinforcements! Otherwise there might be other

dangers!" Thousand Sunset lifted his head, his tone urgent.

Qian Xingchen, however, shook his head, "It's useless, the other party is

incredibly strong. No wonder, no wonder the two of them dare to be so arrogant, it turns
out that there is someone behind them!"
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"What!?" Thousand Sunset's eyes widened, and his eye holes were already red.

Thousand Xing Chen also no longer taught by example, but instructed to

Thousand Sunset, "No matter what kind of big event happens next, don't be shocked, keep
your appearance, I'm going out to see what the Daoist Sect views, and the Dragon Sect

means, a dead Grand Master is much more costly to the entire martial arts world than

exterminating the entire Baba Sect!"

Said and flashed in place, as if he had simply disappeared.

When Qian Xing Chen left, the surrounding mighty pressure automatically

collapsed and Qian Sunset's body rose as if it was being rebounded.



Qian Sunset looked at Qian Xingchen's distant back, looking at the huge

Qian Zong, for a moment, his heart actually had some fear up, he clenched his fist fiercely
and told himself that this was all an illusion! The Thousand Clans are the strongest clan in
the world!

It was only at the thought of an elder who was the strength of a Grand
Patriarch perishing outright that Thousand Sunsets had second thoughts.

He stared at the lamp of life with dead eyes, his father had said that there

was no need to save it, so that meant that someone else would die next ......

Someone else will die ......

All of a sudden, a thousand sunset hand cold sweat a hundred ......

The address of the Bastard Sword Sect.

Lin Hao did not know where the Thousand Clan Patriarch Thousand
Xingchen had gone, nor did he care who had actually sent that strong coming means of

communication just now, at this moment, he just looked at the two people in front of him,
with endless pressure.

Surrounded by clear skies and falling leaves, not like the scene of the great
battle that had just taken place, as if everything that had just happened was a false

image ......



"How dare you kill people from our Thousand Clans, you really deserve to

die!" The signal that he had just sent out for help seemed to have been cut off, and it

didn't work at all. ......

Now this statement is just a bluff ......

Lin Hao looked at the remaining three, smiled slightly, no killing aura, no
stern rhythm, just calmly: "Afraid? The bottom of your hearts? Where is that endless

bottom strength just now? A thousand clans? So what if I said a thousand clans?
Unfortunately, you don't listen to me. You are so arrogant and arrogant because of your

status, do you really think that no one in this world can subdue you? I said I would

destroy the Thousand Clans, and I will! My words are not just words!"

With these words, the last of the three people? The last of the three

people's inner? The last line of defense had all collapsed, and at this moment it was as if

they were enveloped in death inside, they were now at this moment standing with one

foot on the edge of reincarnation, and the next moment, they would fall into hell ......

Fear and despair lingered deep inside ......

"You can't kill us!" Thousand rivers possess the last trace of reason, at this
moment the most regretful is he, all these years of caution all the wisdom, in front of this

moment, but became the last straw that killed him, he endlessly regret, why, why would

he listen to the words of a reckless man, fall into the theory of the thousand sea, the other
party behind there is still the dragon gate ah, how can they cross the evil!



Just thinking about it, realising that from the start, they were all wrong!

Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren are incredibly powerful, they should not have let

their senior brother come, just come, when the time comes, talk to him in a good voice,
and say the whole Martial Union, also powerful people involved in the world is not deep,
even if it is involved, the industry chain is also extremely legal, occasionally there is a

touch of the law, if they are tried, it is only moving the skin!
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But for some clans like the Bastard Sword Sect, that's a broken heart, except that for such
clans, it doesn't hurt the Thousand Clans at all ......

Damn it ......

What the hell? The fact is that the people of the country are not the only

ones who are in a position to get the money.

Qianhai simply deserved to die, yet he had endless anger, but no way to say
it, because Qianhai was really dead, too dead to die ......

"Give me a reason not to kill you!" Lin Hao said, from his own home, the
time used is not much, the time used to fight this battle is also not much, and also know

a lot of things, also figured out how to deal with the next events, but also have a relative

belief, the harvest is quite rich, so Lin Hao did not directly lingering strike, because he felt
that this person in front of him, still a little bit of wisdom, he wants to live, then will

certainly give himself useful The things ......



A wise man will definitely not talk nonsense ......

Jun Wu Regret looked at Lin Hao, as if he sensed something, so he opened

his mouth and said, "Brother Lin, why keep their dog lives, just kill them, what you want

to know, when we hit the Thousand Clans, won't we know everything?"

Jun Wu Ren said this on purpose, in order to tell Qian He and the others

that if they wanted to live, they should say something confidential instead of talking

nonsense here!

Qian He is not a confused person, he can also look at the situation after all.
The other two, Thousand Rain and Thousand Thunder, are not just reckless, they also

know how to read people's minds, plus, they have lived for hundreds of years, so they

can't be unable to understand the basic language of communication ......

Now the great tribulation, standing in the edge of death, although before is

afraid to occupy the heart, but this moment, is also a quick turn brain, looking for some

hear over, or their own hidden secrets!

After all, in front of death, it really is worthless!

Everything they had relied on before, at this moment, had all been reduced

to nothing, and this was an enormous blow to their hearts! At least for this moment, no
one dared to have a disobedient mind ......



The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you want to
know.

So I can't help but lower my head and look at the biggest seniority in this,
as the highest status in this Thousand Thunder at this moment is also anxious, he does
know some confidential things, but really can't say? If he did, the Thousand Clans would

characterize him as a traitor ......

If I was alone, I could just say it, but there was another senior brother,
what should I do?

The two were weighed, but Qian Lei was prepared to die after he had said

it, after all, there was still a chance of living, and if the two brothers did not say it, who
would know?

Looking at the eyes of Qian Yu and Qian He, that was expectation, that was
hope, Qian Lei swallowed his saliva, just when he was about to say, Lin Hao said: "Don't
worry, today's conversation, but if you don't say something confidential, you will die

directly! So ah, do not worry about afterwards any of you among you will high hair, after
all, you can also make your own records! Of course, taking information buys you half a

life! The other half life, depends on how you guys behave afterwards!"

Jun Wu Ren also snorted coldly, his kingly gaze fixed on Qian Lei: "Don't
think about bargaining, Brother Lin is still kind enough to give you half a life! If it were
me, I would have just beheaded one person right now and then used this means to tell you

all to come up with relative benefits if you want to live!"
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With Jun Wu Ren's help, the trio didn't have any extra thoughts at all.

Under the watching eyes of the senior disciples, Qian Lei took the lead and

spoke, "My name is Qian Lei, the fifth elder of the Thousand Clans. What I am about to

say is the plan for the future development of the Thousand Clans, which I heard by

chance circumstances."

"Speak quickly."

Looking at Thousand Thunder as he paused, Jun Wuhuo scolded in a stern

voice.

Thousand Lei was taking a breath, after all, the secrets he was going to say

next were rather big, and he did not dare to shout out before he had taken a deep breath,
but facing the iron-faced Jun Wu Regret, Thousand Lei immediately even said, "The
Thousand Clans intends to eradicate within besides me there are four Grand Patriarch
Elders above me, and three Tai Shang Elders, who are also Grand Patriarchs in strength!
Then add the Patriarch, and us, the Thousand Clans have a total of sixteen Grand Masters!
But whether there are even more powerful people in there, I have heard by chance that

there is still a top-level powerhouse in the ancestral shrine of the Thousand Clans, a
powerhouse that is a super powerhouse in the entire Martial Union, only that he is in a

life and death retreat. It's not a life and death retreat, it's just delaying death! I've heard
that it's a certain clan that will be looking for trouble before this venerable man dies!
Surely it won't be the Daoist clan! After all, the Dao Sect is untouchable, so my guess is

that it will either be the Mountain Moving Sect or the Yuehai Sect! Once these two clans

are brought down, then the Thousand Clans will rule the entire Martial Union! By then, it



will be able to arm wrestle with the Daoist Sect, while still rebelling against the Dragon

Sect!"

"In the end, the Thousand Clans won't just live, but rule! Because the
Patriarch is avant-garde in his thinking! Very avant-garde, in his mouth, I would also

hear words of what era, such as, the end time era, the high martial era, the technological
era, and so on ...... Of course for these words, I don't understand them at all ......" said the

last Thousand Thunder I looked up at Lin Hao, and found that Lin Hao's eyes did not

move much when he was listening to what he thought was the secret of the crime of
killing the head, but it was the words that followed that seemed to move a lot ......

So that means that the things that follow are indeed things that only the
upper echelon goes to know about, and for how the future of the sect is, are not things
that they think about? Or is it that these things are so weak that they don't need to care?

Was that the case?

After Thousand Thunder had finished speaking, Jun Wu Ren and Lin Hao

looked at each other and said as if no one else had, "It seems that people who think that

even more powerful people are looking farther ahead are watching for this to happen, and
all the speculations that might come true! Interesting."

Lin Hao also nodded his head, following Jun Wuhuo's conversation over

the times? Wu Shan Ai dyed Shan Zha Er closed? s problems, only that he didn't know
too much, but now it seems that within the records of this Thousand Sects, there are also
traces of the times within them, so it seems that a trip to the Thousand Sects is

imperative!



"Looks like we'll find what we want even without going to the Dragon Gate!
The Era, I really want to know what the secrets inside the Era really are!" Lin Hao said

towards the Vault of Heaven, there were some things that the more one came into contact

with, the more they left heavy traces in one's heart, the Era! The Age of End Times, the
Age of High Martial Arts!

What was ultimately left behind by the disappearance of the End Times? Is

the era far gone, a great cleansing, a direct excess, or a break in civilisation?

But civilization did not break down, so what was the thing lost as the era

disappeared? This is something that Lin Hao would like to know, because he knows!

At this moment, he himself is standing at the end of the High Martial Era,
and if the great power comes, it will take all of them with it, clear all of them! Then he is

in the midst of it, and he is not afraid, because he is strong! He is not afraid, but what
should he do with Shen Xiyan who has just stepped into it? And his child ......
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These are the issues that matter most to him!

"What you have, is useful to me, half of your life, you can stay!" Lin Hao

nodded his head, not forgetting to say, "Did you hear anything else?"

Qian Yu and Qian He, who were about to speak, immediately shut their

mouths after hearing Lin Hao's words and waited for Qian Lei's answer.



Qian Lei was in the midst of excitement that he could live! When he heard

Lin Hao's words, his heart tightened and he immediately continued, "I remember the

Patriarch mentioning that the contents were interesting and he had discussed them with
the people of the Daoist Sect and also with the people of the Mountain Moving Sect! But
he thought that perhaps there would be more traces of it in the Yuehai Sect! Of course this
is all information that I have got from just a few words! Perhaps the old timers within the

clan know more clearly!"

Hearing Thousand Thunder say one after another within the clan? The

secret of the clan? The secrets, Qian Yu is heart trembling, Qian Lei has almost told all the

secrets inside the Thousand Clans, surprisingly, the future development of the big plan, if
this is put in the usual inside, he and Qian He will have to purge the traitors, but
nowadays, they have fallen into endless panic for the sake of livelihood ......

Lin Hao nodded, remembering the words, the old undead within the sect!

It seems that all the old undead within the great sects know a lot of things!

Jun Wu Ren looked at Lin Hao and also discovered the secret, and couldn't
help but say, "It seems that if we want to peek into what's hidden inside the times, we'll
have to go to some people who are doing life and death within powerful sects!"

"Looks like that's pretty much all you know, go down." Lin Hao

commanded.



At this time Thousand River and Thousand Rain tensed up straight away,
what could they say? Fifth senior brother knew too much, many secrets were out of their

reach.

Qian Yu stammered and looked at Lin Hao, the countless organized words

in his mind becoming confused, his entire being in a daze.

Lin Hao narrowed his eyes at him, "Don't know?"

Qian Yu swallowed his saliva, his body slowly backed up, his eyes looked
towards Qian Lei, his eyes inside were all eager for Qian Lei to help him plead for mercy,
only Qian Lei also did not dare to speak, wanting a cold block of ice like, very wooden,
not daring to speak ......

At this moment, Qian Yu fell into endless panic, these years, their own
blindfolded cultivation, where will care about some confidential things, although in a

high position, the should know also know some, but all by the fifth senior brother all

finished, left him, are dispensable things ......

"I know, I know, a lot of news within the sect, such as future development

strategies, such as ......"

The next moment!



Lin Hao directly grabbed his neck and twisted it, and with a click, the
person died directly!

Thousand Sect Elders, now two of them had directly fallen!

This made even a clan existence like the Thousand Clans feel like moving
its sinews and bones ......

The thousand stars are heading over towards the Dragon Sect, he needs to
ask for a statement with want the Dragon Sect, otherwise his own clan's power is
weakened too much!

How should I intervene in the battle for the ancient prison of Eastern Japan,
how should I fight for it? How should he compete with the Dao Sect for the next hundred

years and a thousand years of qi?

"Elder Thousand Rain has also fallen! These two men are simply murderous

demons! Now that a great enemy is in front of them, they're actually having fun killing

each other! Why is that? Is it because the Dragon Sect is doing whatever they want?

Thousand Xingchen was annoyed and his speed of flight increased!

Inside Dragon Gate Mountain!



A monitor showed the signs of Thousand Starry Stars, although Thousand

Starry Stars was high above the clouds and likewise thought his forward movement was
extremely stealthy.
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But at this time, his communication rang out, "Sovereign Qian, I wonder what the reason
for coming to the Dragon Sect is? Is there an imperial decree?"

Hearing this, Qian Xingchen felt around and found that there was no one

around him, and he could not feel anyone, not even the instruments he could sense, so
why would the Dragon Sect talk poorly about himself? This could not be!

"Report to the town guards, there is a thousand year crisis in the Thousand

Clans! We need to report to the four town guards! Thousand clans in danger eh!"
Thousand Starry Star shouted!

The monitor who heard this was so scared that he almost lost his hooter!
The Thousand Clans are in danger? The Thousand Clans was the alliance of the Martial

Union, and if it was in danger, then what kind of huge change had happened in the

Martial World? He couldn't believe it, and nervously picked up his microphone and said

to Qian Xing Chen, "Sovereign Qian, I'll report it immediately! Wait for a moment!"

He hurriedly shouted for someone to call the four town guards, especially
the Taotie town guards.



He had also heard that all four town guards had arrived inside the Dragon
Gate, and he heard that there was a huge argument, but then nothing seemed to have

happened, just a hint of a quarrel ......

Of course these are not things he can relate to, the most important thing

nowadays is for the town guards to arrange for the Thousand Clans Patriarch instead of
imagining things wildly here ......

Taotie is in the middle of cross-legged meditation, after hearing an urgent

report, this frowned faintly relaxed, lightly said, but the face is full of majesty, the tone is
also cold: "What is it?"

"Taotie is on guard! The Thousand Clan Patriarch has come to say that the

Thousand Clans are in danger eh, requesting a meeting!"

Taotie frowned once again, the Thousand Clans are in danger?

How can this be!

This Thousand Clans' Patriarch is a human being, not to mention the

current Patriarch of the Thousand Clans, but all the previous Patriarchs of the Thousand
Clans, especially the previous generation!

"Let him in, forget it, I'll go straight out. Notify the other town guards that

Thousand Star is here." Taotie instructed.



"Alright."

After saying that, Taotie directly disappeared from his original place, and
not much later, he directly arrived at the airspace where Thousand Star-Chen was, and
when Thousand Star-Chen saw Taotie, he hurriedly bowed his hands, "Greetings to Town
Guard Taotie!"

"Alright, enough of the superfluous! Let's just get straight to the point, time

is short, as you know." Taotie said indifferently, his eyes? Intentionally West Fuzzy Lu

dyed pick er serve? Looking flatly ahead.

Thousand Xingchen bent down and nodded his head repeatedly to say yes,
then went straight to the topic: "Taotie subdue, Lin Hao and Jun Wuhuo killed two elders

of my Thousand Clan, Thousand Sea and Thousand Rain, inside the mountain gate of the

former Hegemony Blade Sect, now my Thousand Clan is facing a life and death situation,
so I would like to ask Dragon Sect to help regulate it! Otherwise Thousand Thunder and

Thousand River will have to fall.

"As the town guardian said, the situation is tense now and time is short, you
are afraid that you don't want to see us kill each other! If the two elders hadn't died, I
wouldn't have moved myself ......"

The tone of Qian Xingchen's voice was euphemistic, and the use of this was
also strict, saying that he was miserable.



Taotie heard the words, frowned deeply, inwardly also murmured, there
are killings, and also beheaded two great clan master! Nowadays, the situation is tense,
and still killing Grand Masters? Isn't that a bit too much? It was just that now that the

Dragon Sect was tense with these two top powerhouses, he alone really didn't know how

to deal with them, after all, the Dragon Sect's four town guards had only just had a

not-so-subtle falling out over Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren's duo, a heated quarrel that

eventually came to an end.

And then Brother Yuanwu also extended an olive branch, only now it seems

that these two people do not seem to have agreed to join the Dragon Gate ah ......
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